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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many interesting types of dependencies have been proposed and investigated (for example [6], 
[2], [9], [1]) since the first studies of functional dependencies. Two of the most recent ones are 
closure dependencies which can express uch hierarchical concepts as Part / Subpart in databases 
(cf. [7]) and independecies introduced in [8]. It might be interesting to study dependencies in a 
general form, allowing a more or less unified treatment of their structural properties. This idea 
is certainly not new. For example [6], [3] study dependencies in a general setting. 
Most of these results are concerned with correspodences between the formal transformations 
of constraints and the structure of relations. In general, a dependency t pe defines on the set 
of all constraints a structure, and on the other hand it defines also a structure on the set of all 
relations. In most of the investigations, when a concrete dependency is concerned, not only the 
correspondence b tween these structures i investigated alone, but also the ways the structure 
is represented in the set of constraints (by some axiomatization) and the way the structure is 
represented in the set of relations (by some properties of the relations). 
The aim of the paper is to study dependencies in a general setting and obtain in this way 
a unified approach to some important structural problems. We propose here generalizations of 
several concepts and results introduced in connection with concrete dependencies. For example, 
implication of a set of constraints, non - redundant and minimal covers, Armstrong relations, 
etc. have meaningful generalizations in the theoretical framework introduced in the paper. We 
generalize a neccessary condition (stated in [7] for closure dependencies) for a dependency t pe 
to have a k - ary sound and complete system of axioms. Also, we show that the posets tudied in 
[4], can be applied for arbitary dependency t pes, where the "deduction theorem" holds. This, 
however, requires ome modifications. The organization of the paper is as follows. 
In Section II we give the basic definitions and preliminary results. We introduce here depen- 
dency types (DTs) in a precise technical sense and define Armstrong relations and covers for 
DTs. We establish some elementary properties of these. 
In Section III we study when two dependency t pes have the same sound and complete system 
of axioms (if they have any). We prove a neccessary condition for a dependency t pe to have a 
k - ary sound and complete system of axioms. This is a generalization f a result from [7]. 
In Section IV we introduce a binary relation with the intention to express that a dependency 
type is simpler than an other one. We then make observations on the reduction of DTs to 
equivalent but simpler ones. 
In Section V we deal with interactions of different dependency t pes. In fact we study the 
embedding of a dependency t pe into another one, or, in other words, we formalize the dual 
notions of general vs. special dependency t pes. In particular, we show that a specialization of
an Armstrong dependency t pe (for which every set of constraints has an Armstrong relation) is 
an Armstrong dependency t pe as well. 
The paper is concluded with some comments on problems arising from our research. 
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II. DEFINITIONS 
Throughout the paper we consider (finitary) relations over a fixed countably infinite set fL 
The relations, i.e. the elements of f~ are denoted by r, s , . . .  , the sets of relations are denoted by 
R, S, . . . .  We also fix a set of all constraints C, and denote the constraints in C by a,/~ . . . . .  Sets 
of constraints are denoted by C, D , . . . .  
Definition ~.1 
A dependency t pe (for short, DT) is a mapping @ : C --* 2 n. If r 6 ~(a) then we say that r 
satisfies a, or a holds in r. 
Most of DT is defined only on some subset of C. Here we suppose, if a DT @ is defined on 
Ct C C, @(a) = 0 for all a ¢ C1. 
Definition ~.~ 
Let C C__ C, a E C. We say that C implies a (with respect o DT @) and write C ~'# a, if: 
¢(c) N c 
#EC 
Let C +(~) = {a [ C 1-¢ a}. The superscript 4~ may be omitted if this causes no ambiguity. 
C +(#) is the closnre of C. One can easily verify the following: 
Proposition ~.1 
For all C, D 6 C 
1.@(C +(°)) = @(C) 
2.C C C +(¢) 
3.(C¥(®)) +(¢) = C+(®) 
4.C C D ~. ,.~ C +(~) C_ D+(°) 
The last three properties show that C +(°) is the closure of C. 
Definition ~.3 
Let r be a relation. Denote by Cf  the set of all constraints hat hold in r, i.e : 
c,* = {a ,'} 
From the definitions one can easily verify the following: 
Proposition ~.~ 
Let C be a set of constraints, then: 
1.C~ is a closed set, i.e. (G~) +(~) = C~ 
2.Cr ~ is the greatest set C C_ C, for which @(C) 9 r. 
3. 
c +(®) = c,* ,, ¢(c) \ U 
a~'C+ 
PROOF. 
1. is evident. 
2. From the definitions we have @(Cr ~) 9 r. Moreover, if @(c~) 9 r then C~ 9 a. 
3. I f r  E @(c)\ua¢c+(#)@(a) then C C_ C~ and this implies C +(#) C_ C~r. On the other hand, 
if a ~ C +(#) then r ~ @(a) so a ~ Cr ~. 
Conversely, if C +(#) = Cr ° then r E @(C +(#)) or, r E @(C). Moreover, for a ~ C +(°) we have 
a ~ C~ so r ~ @(a). In other word, r 6 @(C) \ Uo¢C+ ~(a). 0 
The following theorem shows that a DT • is completely determined by the collection {C~ I 
re~}:  
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Theorem 2.1 
For a given collection {Or I r E n} of sets of constraints Cr C_ C, there exists a DT  • such that 
VrC,* = C,.. 
PROOF. The map ~ defined by 
{ {rlC,~a} i f aEUr~nCr ;  
• (a) = ~ otherwise. 
is the required DT. El 
For a given C C_ 17, let 
= 2 c}  
¥C 




C +(¢) = C~. 
For some concrete DTs the structure of Armstrong relations has been studied in detail. Fagin 
in [6] shows the existence of Armstrong relations for a wide class of dependencies, namely the 
EIDs. Gottlob and others in [7] (Theorem 3.1.), when proving the eompletness of an system of 
axioms for CDs have constructed a relation that satisfies a given set of CDs C and doesn't satisfy 
X@Y, where X@Y ~ C +. One can easily see that in this way an Armstrong relation for a set 
of CDs can be constructed. 
Definition 2.4 
We call a relation r that satisfies (1) an Armstrong relation of C, and a DT is call Armstrong 
DT, if for every C C_ C there exists an Armstrong relation for C. 
Proposition 2.~ 
A DT ¢I, is an Armstrong DT iff 
vvc_~ 
The simple proof is omitted. 
The covers of a set of constraints have been widely investigated in recent years. Here in the 
general case, we introduce the covers and the non - redundant covers, independently from the 
representation f concrete dependencies. 
~EV 
Definition 9.5 
Let • be a DT, C, D _C C. Then we say that: 
1.D is a cover of C if D +(~') = C+(~') 
2.D is a non - rednndant cover of C' if D is a cover of C mad 
Two following propositions summarize the basic facts about the structure of covers and non - 
redundant covers. 
Proposition 2.3 
¥C C +(~) - - nc , *~. (c )  c~, • 
The straightforward proof is omitted. 
One of the interesting properties of functional dependencies is the existence of Armstromg 
relations for every set of constraints, i.e: 
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Proposition $.5 
The following are equivalent: 
1.D is a cover of C. 
2.~:°(D) =/Cv(C).  
3.D C C+(°) and Vr • f~ if C~ ~ C then D N (C +(®) \ C~T ) ¢ 0. 
PROOF. The equivalence of 1. and 2. is an immediate consequence of definitions and the propo- 
sition 2.3. The 3.part of the proposition is only another form of the two previous ones. 
Proposition 9.6 
D is a non-  redundant cover of C iff D is a cover of C and Vr • ~ if C~ ~ C then I 
D rq (C +(®) \ C~) I= x. 
PROOF. Note that in the case D is a cover of C the condition I D N (C +(°) \ C~) [> 1 means 
that D is a redundant cover of C. El 
III. AXIOMATIZATION.  
In this section we introduce a formalism suitable to discuss problems related to axiomatization 
of dependencies. Let ,4 be a countably infinite set, whose elements are called attributes and are 
denoted by a,b . . . .  ,c. A constraint over A is a sequence a(a,b,... ,c), where a,b,... ,c are the 
attributes and a is the name of the constraint. Denote the the set of all constraints by C. 
Let X be a set of formal symbols, whose elements are denoted by z, y . . . . .  As above we denote 
by ~(z, y , . . .  ), O(z,t,... ),.. .  the formal constraints over the formal symbols, and denote the set 
of all formal constraints by ~'C. 
We call the formal implications of the form U b ~ the azioms, where U is a finite subset of ~cC 
and ~ • ~C.  
For every mapping r : X ~ ,4, r(~), r(U), r(U I- ~) is understood in the natural ways, where 
each formal symbol z is replaced by its value r(z) • ,4. 
Definition 3.1 
Let # be a DT, AX be a system of axioms. We say AX is sound for 4>, iff: 
Vr : 2" ~ A VU ~- ~ e AX r(U) ~-¢ r(~) 
Definition 3.2 
For C C_ C, a 6 C and AX defined as above, we say C implies a (in AX ) and write C t-ax a 
if: Bax,az,...an = ~ E C such that: 
i.ai E C or 
i i .ai isderivedfromal,a2,.. . ,ai_1 nAX,  i.e. 3U~-~f iAX 3r :X - - - *A :  
r(U) c_ {o,1,,~2,... ,~i-1} 
Definition 3.3 
Let AX be a sound system of axioms of 4,. We say AX is complete for 4, if: 
C ~ a ~ C PAX e 
One can verify that AX is sound for 4, iff: 
C PAX e ==> C P~ a 
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So AX is a sound and complete system of axioms of ~I, iff: 
C ~'AX a ~ C ~-¢ a 
Definition 8.~ 
1. For two DTs <I,, @ we say that (I, is stronger than ~ and write ~I, C ~ if VC1, C2 ~_ C : 
¢(Cl) c  (cl) c_ 
2. We say ¢, ~ are equivalent if ¢ _ • and @ __. ¢. In this case we write ¢ - @. From the 
definitions we have immediately: 
Theorem 3.1 
1.If two DTs ~I,, @ have the same sound and complete system of axioms then they are equivalent. 
2. If one of two equivalent DTs has a sound and complete system of axioms then that is a 
sound and complete system of axioms of the other. 
PROOF. If two DTs @, • have the same sound and complete system of axioms then VC1, C2 C C 
C1 ~C~'¢=~C1 b#C2 
or, @, • are equivalent. 
Conversely, if ~, • are equivalent and AX is a sound and complete system of axioms of • then 
This means AX is a sound and complete system of axioms of • too. ['1 
Definition 3.5 
A mapping h : 2 a -* 2 a is monotone if: 
VRI, R2 6 2 n R1 C_ R.~ ==~ h(R1) C h(R2). 
Theorem 3.~. 
For two DTs ~, • the following are equivalent: 
1.¢_C ~. 
2. There exists a monotone mapping h: 2 a --~ 2 N such that: • = h o <I,. 
3. For all ci, C2 C_ C :/C~(C1) C K°(C2) ==~ K~(Cz) C K~(C~). 
4.Vr E f t  qR C_ f~ : C~ = N, eR C~. 
PROOF. "2 ---* 1" is evident. 
"1 --* 3". If<I, C_ ~,]C#(C1) C/C#(C2) then 4~(C1) C_ ¢(C2), therefore xI'(C1) C ~I'(C2). This 
implies/C#(C1) _CA:t (C2). 
"3 --* 4". Let C1 = Cr#,C~ = Nc.Dcl  C~. We have A:#(C1) --/C¢(C2), so/C#(Cz) -- ]C~(C2). 
This implies C, : C~ = Nc?e~c*(c,) C~ : Nc~ex:,(c~) C~ D C~.. So C1 - - "  C2. 
"4 "" 2". For r 6 f/denote by Vr the set that satisfies: Cr ~ = ~,¢v, C~. Define the mapping 
h monotone 2 n ~ 2 n as follows: 
h(U) = {," I V~ C U} 
Clearly his monotone. Moreover r 6 ~(a) ¢=~ a 6 Cr # = ~,ev, C~ ~ r C_ @(c~) ~ r 6 
ho~(a). So ~ = ho@.  [] 
We have the following theorem as a direct consequence: 
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Theorem 3.3 
For two DTs O, qf the following are equivalent: 
1 .@- ~. 
2. There exist monotone mappings h, k: 2 n --* 2 n such that: @ = h o 4~ and @ = k o @. 
3. For all Or,C2 C_ C :/C*(C,) C_/C4'(C2) ~..~/C'(C,) C_/C'(C2). 
4.Vr 6 ft=lR C_ n:  C, t = n..,,ct, and Vrl e n ::IR, C_ n :  ~ = n.,., c : .  
When the considered DTs are Armstrong DTs, Proposition 2.4. and Theorems 3.2, 3.3 result 
in the following: 
Theorem 8.~ 
1. If @ E_ @ and @ is Armstrong DT, then so is @. 2. Two Armstrong DT are equivalent iff: 
v,. 3,, c;=c; 
and 
v, 3,. cy  = c? 
We end this section by restating a necessary condition for DTs having a k - ary sound and 
complete system of axioms. The condition is firstly stated in [7]. Let AX be an system of axioms. 
If the maximal number of formal constraints that stand on the left side of each axiom in AX is 
k then we call AX is k - ary system of axioms. 
Theorem 8.5 
(of. [7]). Let @ be a DT that has a k - ary sound and complete system of axioms. For every 
C C C,a 6 C if ~(C) C ~(~) and ¥~8 E C : 4~(/3) ~ 4~(a) then there exists D C C,[ D I< 
k, ~(C) C @(D), @(D) C @(a) and V/3 e D :  4~(/~) # @(a). 
PROOF. Let AX be a k - ary sound and complete system of axioms of 4~. If 4~(C) C @(a) 
then C }-AX a. Let a , ,a2 , . . .  , a ,  = a be a shortest derivation of a from C, then there exists 
U }" ~ 6 AX,  r : X *..* .,4 such that: 
r(U) c_ {('i,a2,... ,c,+_,} 
Let D = rCU), evidently I D I< k, ¢ (c )  c_ @(D), 4~(D) c O(a) and V/~ G D : ~(/3) # O(a). [] 
As an application of the theorem we construct here a DT that has no k - ary sound and complete 
system of axioms. Denote by A f the set of all natural numbers. C = {a,  [ n 6 A f} U {/~, [ n 6 A f} 
and ft = {r, [ s C A f} are the set of all constraints and the set of all relations, resp . Let ¢ be 
the following DT: 
= {r. Is -} 
= {r, I {0 .... ,2 .}}  
we have @(ant,an~, . . . .  an , )  = {rj Is ~ {hi, . . .  ,rim}}. So 
¢(a,,a,+,,... ,a2,) = @(/Y,), @(a,) # O(/Y,) (i = n,n+l,... ,2n). For D C_ C,[ D [< n < 
k, D doesn't satisfy the theorem, therefore @ has no k - ary sound and complete system of axioms. 
IV. REDUCTION 
In some case for a given DT it would better to consider some simpler, but with the same 
properties, DT. In this section we show a way to reduce a DT. 
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Definition 4.1 
We write @ < • if Va : @(a) C O(a) 
One can easily verify: 
Proposition 4.1 
1. The < defines a partial order on the set of DTs C. 
2. c, gc;. 
Reduction 
For a given DT @ let ~ be the equivalence on f~ that is defined as follows: 
Let r* be a fixed relation in the exquivalence lass of r. We define @o as follows: 
{ C~ ifr=r*; 
C~° = 0 otherwise. 
Evidently we have: 
1.@o -'- @. 
2.@° _< @. 
3.@o is Armstrong DT iff so is @. 
4. Denote by fP the set of all selected relations, then: 
v,., ,  E c?'¢c, 
vr¢a" c '=0 
Definition 4.~ 
A family 2) C_ 2 c is independent if VC E :P VE C_ 2) \ {C} C ¢ ~Eez E. 
Definition 4.3 
Let @ he a DT. We say a @ is a minimal DT of @ if: 
1. @---@. 
2. qt <@. 
3. If ~'  = @ and q~' < @ then '~' = ~P. 
Theorem 4.1 
Let @ be a DT. If @ is a minimal DT of @ then C~ - {Cr ~ [ Cr ~ ¢ N, en C, ~ } is independent. 
PROOF. If C# is not independent then 3C~ E C~ 3~ C C~ \ {Cr~o }
a*.=lqa" 
cy~ 
Let ~ be the DT defined as follow: 
Cr~, = { C2 i f r  # ro 
N,¢n C, ~ i fr=ro 
One can verify that ~ - @ and ql~ < ~. Q 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.4. and Theorem 4.1. we have: 
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Proposition 4.~ 
If • is a minimal DT of • then 9 is not an Armstrong DT. 
V. GENERAL IZAT ION 
Definition 5.1 
Let  @, @ be DTs. We say that 9 is a generalization of • if there is a mapping r : C --* C such 
that: 
W • C ¢(a)  = 9(r(~))  
Then we write @ __.~ 9, or ¢ _ 9 when a is well understood. 
Example 
(see [10]). Let @ stand for the multivalued ependency and 9 be the template dependency. 
To a constraint a : AB ---*--* C I D we associate the constraint r(a)  
ABCD 
abed1 
abc l  d 
abcd  
which is a template dependency. Thus the template dependencies are an generalization of 
multivalued ependencies. In the same way, Sagiv and Ullman in [10] show that the template 
dependency is also a generalization of join dependency, mutual dependency, general mutual de- 
pendency and subset dependency. 
Evidently, the _ is a partial order on the set of DTs. 
Theorem 5.1 
Let ~, 9 be DTs. 9 is a generalization of • i f f  there is a mapping r : C ---* C that satisfies the 
following: 
1. Vr: r(C) n C? = r(C~). 
2. w ,  = = 
PROOF. Let ~, 9, r be defined as in the Definition 5.1. We prove now 1., 2. hold. I f~ E ~(C)nC? 
then ~ = r(a)  e Cr ~. So r e ~(r(a))  = (I)(a), or/~ - r(a) e r(C-~r ). On the other hand, if 
/~ = r (a ) ,a  e C~ then ~ = r(a)  e r(C~). 
2. is evident. 
Conversely let's suppose that 1. and 2. hold. If r • ¢(a)  then a • C~ ==¢, r(a) • r(C~) ==v 
r • 9( r (a) ) .  If conversely r • 9(r (a) )  then f~ = v(a) • r(Cr~). So Z = r(a') ,  where a'  • C~. 
We have r • (I)(a') - ¢(a).  This completes the proof. I::1 
As a consequence of the previous theorem we have the following: 
Theorem 5.2 
Let 9 be a generalization of &. If 9 is an Armstrong DT then so is ~. 
PROOF. Let r be mapping that satisfies 1., 2. in the previous theorem. Let R be arbitrary 
subset of ~. By the Proposition 2.4. we have to show that there exists a relation ro E ~ such 
that C2. = Nr R One can verify: 
So if 9 is an Armstrong DT there is a relation ro such that C~ = Nr~R Cr ~, then: r(Nr¢ R C~) = 
r(C) N ~reR r(Cr ~) = r(C) N Cr~o = r(Cr~). This implies C~ = N~i~ Cr ~' [] 
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CONCLUSION 
Generalized DT lose of course some properties that a concrete DT can have, but with more 
detailed abstraction we can express more properties of DTs. We give here some examples. When 
the representations, i.e. the representation f constraints and the representation f relations are 
determined, then we can discuss the problem that which DTs admit axiomatization, and which 
are representable ( .g. by some types of formulas, see [10]). We mention here a problem for 
further research. One can argue that for the practically interesting dependecies the problem 
of deciding "~(a)  ~ r?" for a given a, and r, is recursively solvable. Would this condition be 
accepted as an axiom for DTs ?. If yes, then we can discuss when the implication problem, i.e. for 
given C1, C~"~(CI )  C_ ~(C2)?" is recursively solvable. Acl~not~ledgcment: Theresearch was supported 
by the Hungarian Foundation for Scientific Research Grant OTKA 1068. 
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